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Some English War
Wives Going Home

Rockets
e Sweden

RUSSIA OFFERS
WHEAT FOE SALE

LONDON. AUg 12. — tReut«rs) — Well-informed grain
traders said that the British
government was holding back
for the present in regard to
the purchase of grain outside of the Anglo-Canadian
iiheat agreement in order to
see what Soviet selling policy will be. Tne Russians
are reported to be tentatively
offering 500.000 tons of w heat
and 1,000,000 tons of coarse
grains for sale in western
Europe.

Fight Over I.LO.
Delegate In UA

A.F. Of L. AGAINST
DICTATORSHIPS

"Look Out Canada,
Here We Come," Say
Luscious Lovelies

Each Province
Is Represented

B.C.F.L Against
Polish Miners
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incompatability. several English
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are planning to return to England
MaJ. Norman Buckley, Salvation
Army public relations officer, said
Some of the English wives Maj
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be swamped,' he said
or onlv on the definite matters on
which "they have a legitimate in-
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